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Panagglutination on the indirect 
antiglobulin test... this is the challenge!
Styliani I. Kokoris, Dimitrios Kalantzis, Dimitra Moschandreou1, 
Konstantina Papaioannou1, Elisavet Grouzi1

Abstract:
Panagglutination on the indirect antiglobulin test is one of the most challenging dilemmas of 
pretransfusion testing. It occurs when patient sera react with all red blood cells tested, that is, 
with both screening and identification panel cells. Two main questions must be answered. The 
first is to determine whether panagglutination results from the presence of autoantibody and/or 
alloantibody (single alloantibody or multiple alloantibodies or antibody to high‑incidence antigen). The 
second problem is to detect the possible concomitant presence of clinically significant alloantibodies 
masked by panagglutination. The purpose of this mini‑review is to describe the situations that can 
cause panagglutination and to develop algorithms which can resolve the problem. The two main 
points in the evaluation of panagglutination involve the assessment of the intensity of reactivity with 
the reagent red cells used and whether the autocontrol is positive or not. It is imperative to understand 
the laboratory results and the techniques available that guide the investigative process.
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Introduction

The detection of antibodies produced 
against red cell antigens in the serum 

of patients about to undergo transfusion 
is a critically important process during 
pretransfusion testing, with the ultimate 
aim being a safe transfusion. The detection 
and identif ication of  antibodies is 
achieved by the indirect antiglobulin test 
(indirect Coombs, IAT) using patient serum 
and known phenotype red blood cells.[1,2] 
The presence of a single alloantibody is 
usually not a problem, and the identification 
is often easy. Problems arise when the 
number of alloantibodies is higher or when 
there are also autoantibodies in the serum.

Panagglutination during the antibody 
detection process occurs when the patient’s 
serum reacts with all the reagent red 

cell samples used in both the screening 
test and the identification panel.[3] One 
of the key questions to be answered is 
whether panagglutination results from 
the presence of autoantibody and/or 
alloantibody (single alloantibody or 
multiple alloantibodies or antibody to 
high‑incidence antigen). It is also important 
to be clarified if the panagglutination can 
mask clinically significant alloantibodies 
and can complicate pretransfusion testing. 
Prior to the laboratory investigation of each 
case, it is necessary to know the medical 
history of the patient as well as their history 
of transfusions and any past pregnancies. 
In particular, information is needed about 
the patient’s age, sex, race, diagnosis, 
laboratory tests, current medications, 
intravenous solutions, and the time before 
last transfusion and previous antibody 
screening results as well. The next steps in 
the evaluation of panagglutination involve 
the assessment of the intensity of reactivity 
with the reagent red cells used and whether 
the autocontrol is positive or not.[4,5]
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Variable Intensity of Reactivity

When all reagent red cell samples are positive with 
difference in the strengths of reactivity, and the 
autocontrol is negative, that suggests the possible 
presence of simultaneous multiple alloantibodies 
[Figure 1].

For the separation and identification of alloantibodies, 
the following actions can be performed:
1. Complete patient’s red cell phenotype of clinically 

significant antigens (evaluation of negative antigens)
2. Use of enzyme‑treated test red cells such as papain 

and ficin (the inhibition of expression of some red 
cell antigens such as MNS/Duffy can help in the 
separation of antibodies)

3. Testing of the serum by means of reagent red cells 
which express in homozygous form the clinically 
relevant antigens (amplification of weakly expressed 
antibodies – the serologic phenomenon called 
“dosage” which is most commonly demonstrated in 
the Rh, Duffy, MNS, and Kidd systems)

4. Methods of adsorption and adsorption/elution (the 
adsorption of serum with known red cell phenotype 
allows the separation and identification of antibodies)
•	 For example, if a patient has produced anti‑e and 

possible anti‑S, it may be necessary to adsorb the 

anti‑e onto ee/S (−) phenotype reagent red cells 
to remove the anti‑e, which then it allows anti‑S 
to be identified from the adsorbed serum.

5. Methods of combined adsorption‑elution which 
consist of first incubating serum with selected red 
cells and then eluting antibody from the adsorbing 
red cells (they can be used to separate a mixture of 
antibodies in a single serum sample, detect weakly 
expressed antigens on red cells, or help identify 
weakly reactive antibodies)
•	 For example, if a patient has produced anti‑c, 

anti‑Kell, and possible anti‑Jka, his serum 
absorption with reagent red cells phenotype CC/
Kell (−)/Jka (+) will remove the anti‑Jka which 
can be identified by elution from the absorbing 
red cells).

Another possibility is the presence of antibody to 
high‑incidence antigen which reacts differently to panel 
cells. This is a rare occurrence which often manifests 
itself with the same degree of positivity in the different 
samples of the identification panel.

Similar Intensity of Reactivity

The techniques used aim at the differential diagnosis 
of autoantibody and antibody against high‑frequency 

Variable intensity of
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Autocontrol:
negative

Suspect presence of
single antibody

Evaluation on initial panel
(exclusion analysis to confirm

suspected antibody and to
rule out others)

Extended red cell phenotype
(evaluation of negative antigens)

Proteolytic enzyme-treated
test papain or ficin

Selected reagent red cells which
possess a double-dose expression
of the clinically relevant antigens

Suspect presence of
simultaneous multiple

antibodies

Technique of adsorption and
adsorption / elution

rare: presence of Ab to HIA 
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Figure 1: Antibody identification in the case of panagglutination in indirect antiglobulin test with difference in the strength of reactivity of panel cells
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antigen. Performing autocontrol (testing the patient’s 
serum with autologous red cells) allows a differential 
diagnosis since positive autocontrol is a manifestation of 
autoantibody, while the opposite suggests the existence 
of antibody to high‑incidence antigen [Figures 2 and 3].

Antibodies to High‑Incidence Antigens

For the identification of an antibody to high‑incidence 
antigen, testing needs to take place in a reference 
laboratory; however, prior to this, some ancillary actions 
may be undertaken.

The full red cell phenotype can confirm the absence 
of some high‑incidence antigens (such as k, Kpb, 
and Lub), while there is some additional information 
which accompanies the panels and which mentions 
the phenotype of selected reagent red cells for some 
high‑incidence antigens.[6‑9] Knowledge of ethnicity 
and race may be indicative of the absence of some 
high‑incidence antigens, while we must not forget to test 
for the presence of H‑antigen in each group O patient 
who manifests panagglutination, in order to rule out the 
rare case of Bombay phenotype with anti‑H antibody in 
the patient serum. The inhibition of reactivity due to an 
antibody to high‑incidence antigen using papain‑treated 
red cells is indicative of antibody to Chido/Rodgers 
antigens (CH/RG, confirmed by means of normal plasma 

inhibition technique) or to John Milton Hagen antigen, 
known as high titer low avidity (HTLA).[10‑12]

Finally, autologous adsorption and allogeneic adsorption 
with homologous red cells can be used to confirm the 
presence of an antibody to high‑incidence antigen. 
Namely, the persistence of positivity after autologous 
adsorption and positivity reduction after allogeneic 
adsorption are indicative of the presence of antibody to 
high‑incidence antigen.[1,2]

The persistence of positivity after autologous adsorption 
and after allogeneic adsorption can suggest two 
possibilities. The first is the presence of an anti‑HTLA, 
particularly if sera continue to react at four dilutions 
beyond that which gives a 1+ reaction. Although knowing 
the specificity of such an antibody itself is not determinant 
for transfusion security, it may mask underlying 
alloantibodies with potentially clinical significance. In 
this case, plasma inhibition is performed to distinguish 
anti‑CH/RG. The second possibility suggested by this 
pattern is the presence of a high‑titer alloantibody 
without low avidity. Thus, the technique of allogeneic 
adsorption can be used to exclude the coexistence of 
another alloantibody in the presence of anti‑HFA. In case 
of nonclarification, a sample of patient serum for further 
testing can be sent to a reference laboratory, which can 
provide consultation and assistance.

Similar intensity of
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Figure 2: Antibody identification in the case of panagglutination in indirect antiglobulin test with no difference in the strength of reactivity of panel cells and negative 
autocontrol
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Autoantibodies

The presence of a positive autocontrol along with 
panagglutination in the screening and panel is evidence 
of the existence of autoantibodies. The follow‑up actions 
are aimed at confirming the existence of autoantibody 
and at revealing a possible alloantibody which is covered 
by the autoantibody.[4]

Knowledge of the patient’s history is essential, while it is 
also vital that a direct Coombs (DAT) using polyspecific 
antiglobulin serum is performed. In the event of DAT 
positivity, analysis using monospecific antiglobulin 
serum needs to be performed to identify the presence 
of warm or cold autoantibody.[4,5]

In the case of anti‑immunoglobulin (IgG) ± C3d, the 
autoantibody is usually of the warm type. Confirmation 
of the presence of the antibody is done through elution 
of the antibody and through testing of the resulting 
eluate by IAT (which shows panagglutination). To test 
for the co‑existence of alloantibodies, the transfusion 
history of the patient will determine further actions.[13,14] 
If the patient has not been transfused within the last 
3 months, the autoantibody will be removed by means of 
autologous adsorption (the processing of red cells with 
ZZAP reagent) while allogeneic adsorption will be carried 
out if the patient has undergone transfusion.[15] The full 

red cell phenotype of clinically significant antigens may 
help in the identification of alloantibodies but may not 
be reliable in the presence of a warm autoantibody due 
to positive controls. To solve this problem, reagents 
that do not require the use of polyspecific antiglobulin 
serum can be used, or red blood cells can be processed 
with EGA (EDTA glycine‑acid) for the removal of the 
autoantibody. These red cells can also be used for blood 
group testing with the classical methods, in case the 
blood group cannot be identified. Furthermore, in this 
case, the detection of red cell antigens by molecular 
testing may be useful [Figure 4].

A delayed hemolytic reaction from an antibody against 
a high‑incidence antigen could initially produce 
similar laboratory findings to a warm antibody. In 
the differential diagnosis, the following things should 
be taken into consideration: that in the former condition, 
the patient has a recent transfusion history, that the 
symptoms are milder, and that this condition is usually 
self‑limiting.

If the DAT is positive only with the anti C3d monospecific 
antihuman globulin (AHG), this means that the 
autoantibody is a cold‑type immunoglobulin M. They 
are usually benign anti‑I‑specific cold antibodies which 
have a low titer, which act at temperatures of 4°C–24°C 
and which react more strongly with enzyme‑treated 
red cells. If there is an activation of the complement 
following the interaction of the serum with reagent red 
cells, the cold antibodies may react at 37°C due to the 
use of polyspecific AHG which is used in pretransfusion 
procedures. In this case, the coexistence of clinically 
significant alloantibodies should be ruled out. The use 
of monospecific anti‑IgG AHG along with preheating 
the samples could solve the problem. Alternative 
options are to remove the cold autoantibody either by 
autologous adsorption in cold conditions (provided there 
has not been a recent transfusion) or by allogeneic cold 
adsorption, or adsorption with rabbit erythrocytes or 
rabbit erythrocyte stroma.

Special Cases

There are certain specific conditions which may 
manifest panagglutination, such as antibodies against 
enhancement solutions, treatment using daratumumab 
(anti‑CD38 monoclonal antibody) for multiple myeloma, 
and agglutinations due to the presence of paraprotein 
or in the administration of macromolecules such 
as intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIG) or volume 
expanders (such as dextrans, gelatin derivatives, 
hydroxyethyl starch, and human albumin solutions).

This type of antibodies has no clinical significance 
because they do not cause hemolysis. However, they 

Similar intensity of
reactivity of panel cells

Autocontrol
positive

DAT negative DAT positive

• Antibody against the
enhancement solution

(LISS or albumins) 
• Rouleaux formation

(rarely)
• Anti-CD38 agents

(in multiple myeloma
patients)

• Cold- or warm-reactive
autoantibody (AIHA), see

algorithm 4
• Alloantibody causing either

a delayed serologic or
hemolytic transfusion

reaction.
• Passively acquired
autoantibody (e.g.,

intravenous immune
globulin).

• Rouleaux formation

Figure 3: Causes * panagglutination in indirect antiglobulin test with no difference 
in the strength of reactivity of panel cells and negative autocontrol (*Causes depend 

on serologic methods used)
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can create panagglutination in the pretransfusion 
tests and they may mask the existence of a clinically 
significant alloantibody. The image of these antibodies 
may resemble that of the autoantibody or antibody 
to high‑incidence antigen. Autocontrol and DAT can 
facilitate the differential diagnosis.

A panagglutination image with positive autocontrol 
and negative DAT suggests the presence of an antibody 
against the enhancement solution (in some Low‑Ionic‑
Strength Solution (LISS) additives or albumins). To 
get around this problem, we could use a different 
enhancement solution or perform the pretransfusion 
tests with another company’s reagents.

The presence of panagglutination with negative 
autocontrol and negative DAT suggests the presence of 
an antibody against the additive solution used with test 
red cells [Figure 2]. In this case, we need to perform a 
differential diagnosis to make sure that this is not a case 
of an antibody to high‑incidence antigen. If the mixing 
of the additive solution of the reagent red cells in the 
autocontrol results in a positive reaction, that suggests the 
presence of an antibody against the additive solution. This 
problem could be solved by washing the test red cells and 
by performing tests with another company’s reagents.

The daratumumab (anti‑CD38 monoclonal antibody) 
is administered in relapsing and resistant multiple 
myeloma.[16‑18] The binding of daratumumab to CD38 
on the surface of the reagent red cells used for the IAT 
and the panel results in an image of panagglutination 
and a difficulty in detecting clinically significant 

alloantibodies. To get around this difficulty, the most 
popular technique used is the treatment of test red cells 
with dithiothreitol (DTT) which denatures CD38 in test 
red cells and does not allow daratumumab to bind. 
On the other hand, the above technique also denatures 
other erythrocyte antigens, most notably the Kell 
system. For this reason, the transfusion of patients with 
Kell‑negative red blood cells is recommended. Should 
DTT be unavailable, an alternative would be to perform 
a full red cell phenotype prior to the administration of 
the drug and then to perform any transfusions required 
in accordance with negative antigens. Recently, there 
is commercially available reagent such as DARAEX 
which does not have side effects such as destruction of 
blood group antigens or hemolysis as described for the 
standard DTT treatment.[19]

The presence of paraprotein can cause agglutination 
in the blood group test, in IAT, and in the autocontrol. 
The problem can be resolved in the following ways: 
washing the reds to perform forward group, adding 
normal saline to dissolve the false agglutinations in the 
reverse group, and performing the IAT using a classic 
tube technique.

Drugs are known to cause antibody identification 
problems. Administration of IVIG and Rh immune 
globulin (RhIG) can interfere with antibody screening 
tests. Some lots of IVIG have been reported to contain 
unexpected antibodies, including anti‑A and anti‑B.[20] It 
has been reported that IVIG can induce immune hemolysis 
due to anti‑A or anti‑B antibodies. Intravenous RhIG, 
which is sometimes used to treat thrombocytopenia, 

Similar intensity of reactivity of
panel cells with autocontrol positive

and DAT positive

•  Knowledge of the patient’s history (anemia, hemolysis, drugs)
•  Existence of autoantibody may cover an alloantibody if there is a history of transfusion or pregnancy

DAT: anti-IgG +/- C3d; warm type 
    •  Perform elution of the antibody, testing of the
       eluate by IAT
    •  Adsorption to remove the autoantibody and reveal
       the alloantibody
          o  No transfusion within the last 3 months:
              autologous adsorption ( ZZAP reagent)
          o  Transfusion within the last 3 months:
              allogeneic adsorption

DAT: anti-IgG -/+ C3d; cold type 
  • Monospecific anti-IgG AHG along with
    preheating the samples  remove the cold
    autoAb: by autologous adsorption in cold
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or by allogeneic cold adsorption

•  Full red cell phenotype (if it cannot be determined,
   EDTA/EGA can be used for the removal of the
   autoantibody) 
•  Molecular testing for red cell antigens

Figure 4: Investigation of autoantibodies (similar intensity of reactivity of panel cells with positive autocontrol and positive DAT)
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could explain the presence of anti‑D in an RhD‑positive 
patient.

Conclusion

Panagglutination in IAT is a complex and often 
hard‑to‑solve problem in pretransfusion blood testing. 
Being methodical, thinking logically, and making the 
right choice among the various techniques at our disposal 
should, most of the time, lead to satisfactory solutions 
and eventually to safe transfusions which is the ultimate 
objective.
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